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In execution of area autonomy, materialization of governance good (good governance) representing commendation which must be executed by good local government of provinsi and also sub-province/town. As one of the governmental management element, beside planning, organization, executor, observation play a part important for the creation of good governmental performance. According to Number 8 year 2005 section 24 about observation and regulation of republic government of Indonesia number 79 year 2005 about guidance of construction and observation of management of local government, please express that inspectorate sub-province / town represent internal supervisor government officer of local government.

Inspectorate town port float as internal supervisor of government of town have duty, function, and also observation system in executing its existence as observation institute. To be function and duty can walk better hence observation system going into effect shall be effective.

Approach which is used in this research is approach of law of normative empirical, that is identifying and positive law deskripsi. Not even relate at norms punish by normative, but also see implementation in field empirically.

Problem of this research that is how execution of observation systems to performance effectivically public servant of civil in inspectorate town port float and also factors what is become resistor in its execution.

Pursuant to result of solution and research can know that system policy of observation of inspectorate town port float have succeeded effective improve performance public servant of civil in inspectorate town port float in executing duty and his function. Nevertheless, still there are resistor factor which in the form of lack of energy have membership, weak of coordination him, its minim of fund, facilities and basic facilities and also weaken awareness him to execute follow-up result of observation finding.